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1. Prelude to population cycles
2. The ABCs of predator-prey models
3. Deterministic predictions ⇒ Stochastic dynamics
4. Stochastic dynamics ⇒ Deterministic dynamics
5. Ecological dynamics ⇒ Deterministic dynamics
6. Summary
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World population cycle tour
Forest insects (WW)
Feral house mice (Australia)
Ruffed grouse (North America)
Dungeness crab (Pacific North America)
Rock ptarmigan & Gyrfalcon (Iceland)
Lemmings & Voles (Boreal Eurasia & North America)




































































Why do populations cycle?










































































































































• Periodic drivers (Elton)
• Random environmental perturbations (Nisbet
& Gurney)
2. Intrinsic mechanisms

























































































































































(exponential growth in prey, Type 1 functional response)
Structurally unstable, mainly of historical interest
Lotka-Volterra
(logistic growth in prey, Type 1 functional response)
Does not cycle!
Rosenzweig-MacArthur pp model





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Real populations are finite
Finite populations 
experience DS































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Stable equilibrium + DS
Cycles (quasi-cycles)
Noise (Noisy equilibrium)




































































Why do populations cycle?
1. Extrinsic mechanisms
• Periodic drivers (Elton)
• Random environmental perturbations (Nisbet & Gurney)
2. Intrinsic mechanisms












































































































































How can we distinguish between 








































































































































Powerful method for detecting periodic components
Complex methodology (requires a FFT)
Requires long data sets (>25 cycle periods)



































































Correlation between the two values of the same 
variable at time Xt and Xt+k
ACS: 





































































Noisy equilibrium Quasi-cycles Noisy limit cycles
Simple methodology
Does not require a long time series










































































































































Putting it all together
 If the ACS is unambiguous no other method is 
required
 Works for all random perturbations
 Does NOT work for extrinsic periodic drivers



























































































































































































































































 Lynx-Hare: 157 years of data
Otter: 62 years of data
Wolverine: 62 years of data






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• DS does not necessarily just add noise to the 
deterministic skeleton
• Deterministic models do not fully characterize the 
dynamics of finite populations
• It is possible to identify the deterministic skeleton 




































































Caveat and challenges 
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In search for the Thunder Bird
Ascending the nq'il'qtens ku skenknap (aka Black 
Tusk), "seat of thunder", the mountain on which the 
legendary Thunder Bird lived. The rock is said to have 
been burnt black by lightning.  
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